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Expect Major Reg Changes
In Two Years Pres. Clark
PI
PRES. ROBERT D CLARK WaS described last
semester by former ASB Pres. Bob Pisano as a
"friend of young people." Dr. Clark often attends student activities, mixing and talking with
_

by Sieve Starr

them. Here he discusses college life with a new
SJS coed at last week’s Freshman Camp, held
at Asilomar on the Monterey Peninsula.

By SCOTT MOORE
Spartan Daily Editor
Major changes in SJS registration procedures, including
pre-registration, will be introduced within two years, according to Pres. Robert D.
Clark.
In an interview last week, Dr.
Clark said some changes may he
made next year, but major intprovetnents such as pre-registration will commence the following year.
"Our present registration La
cumbersome, delaying and incon-

Sfudenfs Waif for Pay Check

Work-Study Money Delayed
At
--I 120 S.I
orients
failed to receive appruximatelv
1,56,n00 itt uagea lot strk during the summer under the
Ntiork-Sititly program, a part of
the Ec tttttt
OpporMnity Act.
The Work -Study program is an
employment service for students
from below average income families. The federal government pays
90 per cent of the student’s salary
and the local agency employing the
student provides the other 10 per
cent.
Two SJS students, Art Silen,
senior political science major, and
Michael Lee, 1965 2niduate in
social science, said they had not
been paid for the last two months
they worked under the program.
Hundreds of students from other
state colleges have apparently
also not been paid. Without this
money, many students eannot pay
vrents, food hills or college fees
due Monday, Sept. 27.
The State Department of Finance, in a newspaper report, said
that any mix-up probably is due

Registration
Hits 19,600
For Fall
As cif noon Friday, 19,600 students had registered at sJS, according to Dr. Ralph R. Cummings,
associate dean in charge of admission and registration.
Officials predict that late registration could raise the total to
about 20.000 students.
This may equal or surpass last
fall’s record enrollment. Then
20,674 students mobbed and tramtheir way into the recistration lines to sign into clas,es.
Last spring 19.024 filed Mantel)
SJS’ long registration lines
swell spring enrollment to .t b’eord high.
The last day to pay fees and
turn in registration =toad,. is
Monday, Sept. 27, from 8 ear to
4 p.m
Fees may also be paid on Thursday Sept. 23 from 8 ii.m,
.1
p.m. and from 5 to 8 p.m. .tod
Filday, Sept. 24 8 a.m. to 4 it tl
Students who have classes in.,t
meet after 5 p.m. Monday,
day, and Wednesday may paY
their Mrs, and turn in their pct.,ets on Monday, Sept. 27 and Tie-day, Sept. 28 from 5 P.M. tO 8 in.
without paying late fee of $5

to the colleges’ moving too rapidly
to join the program.
State Finance Director Hale
Champion explained that he was
unaware of the problem until it
was publicized.
Don Ryan, SJS director of financial aids, said, "The necessary
documents were submitted to
Champion’s office over six weeks
ago through our chancellor’s office. If Champion or his staff were
not aware that these documents
were within his office, it indicates
that the State Department of
Finance should not be responsible
for the fiscal operations of the
state colleges."
Roy Bell, state assistant director of finance, stated that he

Available Classes
Wednesday’s Spartan Daily will
early a list of classes not filled
during registration. Prior to that
time, lists of open classes vvill be
posted on bulletin boards in departmental offices.
Important notices concerning
packet turn-in and payment of
fees will also appear at that time.

will direct the state controller in
San Francisco to release $1.6 million to pay the summer salaries
and to finance the Work -Study
program for the remainder of the
year.
Dr. William Dusel, SJS vice
president, said he will send a special messenger to Sacramento to
pick up the checks expected at
the end of this week.
Concerning the snarled affairs,
Dr. Dusel said, "It is very discouraging for us to organize a
dynamic program of community
action, place our students in important jobs in more than 30 community agencies, collect ail the
necessary funds from the federal
government, and the agencies, and
then have our whole program
hamstrung by the unwillingness
of the Department of Finance to
honor our request for approval."
Dr. Dusel continued, ’’Perhaps
the cause is an overworked staff,
key people on vacation, I don’t
know.
He added that requests from
SJS have gone unanswered by the
State Department of Finance for
more than a month. At least sewn

Draft Deferment
Tightening Looms
Students taking less than 15 units per semester may be
subject to the draft, according to a spokesman of the San Jose
Selective Service Board.
The spokesman staled that a local draft board may call
for a student’s transcript if it feels the student is not "progressing satisfactorily" in his major.
To "progress satisfactorily" a student must take enough
units per semester to graduate on schedule. In other words:
A student with a 120 unit major must graduate in four years.
These statements are in line with what Lt. Gen. Lewis B
Hershey, head of the U.S. Selective Service, said last month.
The 72-year-old general said students taking less than 30
units per year and "those who get kicked out one year and go
back the next" are most likely to be drafted.
Hershey said draft boards might conscript students by
conducting "special exams" or hy taking a "perceatage of
classes."
The recent tightening of conscription regulations were
brought about by President Johnson’s annolincement of an increase from 17.000 to 35,000 men per month to meet the
American commitment in Viet Nam.
Hovvever, few of those drafted will serve in Viet Nan)
They will be used to fill gaps left by transfers to Viet Naro
from other American commitments. Currently eligible for draft
are unmarried and childless married men. Of the 17 million
in the draft-owe bracket 19 to 26- -only about two million are
in the unmeadOed or childless married group.
would be halved by pre-induction testing, offiTh114
it drafting regulations may have to be altered
cials
to
a of 400,000 men officials say must be conseri

other requests for budget revision
were submitted as far back as
June with no response from the
Finance Department.
This is the second delay in paying students in the program.
Earlier, students were paid out
of college petty cash funds after
waiting two months.
As a solution to the tangle,
Vice Pres. Dusel suggested that
more fiscal authority be delegated
to the trustees.
Presently, any transfer of funds
must first be approved by the
Department of Finance.

College Bill
Coosidered
By Congress
The Senate has approved a $4.7
billion higher education bill designed to provide Federal scholarships for needy students and funds
to strengthen colleges facing increased etwollments.
A similar bill has been approved
by the House, and a conference
committee is attempting to iron
out differences between the two
versions.
The bill also would establish a
national teacher corps whose members WOUld serve in povertystricken areas to improve educational opportunities for disadvantaged youngsters.
The House bill projected spending for a single year at a cost of
$650 million. The Senate bill, except for a one-year $160 million
oonstruction pmgram, projected
spending through five years from
$667.5 million in the first year
to more than $1 billion in the
year beginning July 1, 1969.
Spon.sors of the bills are conintent the difference can be sett led.

venient," he said, "but in an institution as large as this we cannot change it by simple clerical
operat ions."
He said the introduction of
more adequate data processing and
better computer% will make possible the desired changes. They
can’t be made, however, until the
State Department of Finance approves the extra funds.
On other subjects, Dr. Clark
said:
MacQuarrie Hall, on San
Carlos Street near the Education
Building, will open some clasisroom
doors to students for the first
tiine today.
Tower Hall will be ready for
occupancy and the surrounding
area landscaped by March.
President Clark, Vice Pres.
William Dusel and college public
relations will occupy office suites
in Tower Hall. Present offices
in the Administration Building

NDEA Money
Late. Loans
Due Sept. 27

were described as "inadequate"
in terms of space.
Temporary buildings on campus, such as the quonset huts at
the back of Tower Hall, will be
torn down "as soon as possible."
Tbey are no longer needed, due to
new classrooms in MacQuarrie
Hall.
The possibility of inviting all
state colleges to a spring conference on honors programs is under
serious consideration by the administration.

*

*

*

Blame Bureaucracy
For Fund Shortage
Pres. Robert D. Clark said Friday the Work-Study incident involving SJS students is an ’’ironic
and unfortunate illastration" of
Sacramento bureaucracy.
Pres. Clark said disclosures that
studcut workers had not been paid
came a.s a "shock" to him.
The situation illustrates "the
problem of heavy bureaucratic
centralization in Sacramento instead of having control of operational affairs on this campus," he
said.
-If we had the decentralization
of finances provided for in the
Master Plan, we would be able to
administer these funds," he added.
In answer to charges by the

SJS students depending upon
National Defen.se Education Act
loans will not receive loan checks
until Monday, Sept. 27.
Donald Ryan, SJS director of
financial aids, explains that the
federal government is late in
processing and forwarrling loan
checks to the colleges due to its
understaffing and work overload
with Work -Study Programs.
Ryan estimates 800 students
will be affected by the delayed
checks.
The Student Personnel Office,
ADM201, will provide small loans
By SUSAN KANO
for students under the NDEA loan
Campus LIM Editor
program who may face financial
A plan to provide key prividifficulty with registration fees or
leges for senior women has
hook costs.
SJS is slated to receive more been approved by the SJS
than $1 million through NDEA.
office of the Dean of Women

State Department ot Finance that
SJS and other colleges moved too
quickly to hire workers, Dr. Clark
said such rapid movement "is to
be commended, not criticized."
"The quicker we can put these
needy students to wurk and pay
them, the sooner we relieve the
needs that Congress desired," he
emphasized.
Dr. Clark described the bureaucratic state college financial operation, under which the Work-Study
delay occurred, as ’’the most serious problems in our state college
system."
Sacramento’s controversial centralized system of financing the
(Continued on Page 8)

Coed Key Privileges
Granted to Seniors

AFROTC Training
lergraduate or grail
’tate students intere.ted in .1
Air
commliedon in the
Foree ran 0111 apply for training In the campus AFROTC,
providing they still have two
year. of academic work remaining.
A nen AFROT(’ program. authorized under the ROT(’ Vitalization Act of 1964 make. It
possible for students already enrolled in four-year college% and
universities offering AFKOT(’
to participate In the program.

A decision is expected "at any
time" from the chancellor’s office
on a major proposal to reorganize
the college’s administrative structure. Dr. Clark anticipates approval of the proposals.
Under a plan submitted last
semester by Academic Council and
signed by Pres. Clark, a number
of top-level administrative changes
would be made, including creation of three new positions.
New positions would be Em aca(Continued on Page 7)

HALF CENTURY LANDMARKTower Hall will re.open in March,
1966 after two years of reconstruction.

and Associated Women Students for this school year.
The pilot program at SJS will
go into effect as soon as a Senior
Key Board is organized and participants from college approved
housing units meet for an orientation, according to Mrs. Cornelia
A. Tomes. SJS associate dean of
students.
’Special key privilege will give
senior women additional responsibility in their living centers and
alleviate them of the restrictive
hours as set by AWS standards,"
Dean Tomes explained.
Implementation of the program
will be a joint. respon.sibility of
AWS, the Senior Key &mull, individual living centers and each
senior girl.
"Senior keys are a privilege,
not a right," Dean Tomes stressed.
WHO IS ELIGIBLF.?
Eligibility for senior key privileges extends to academic seniors
who are 21 years of age and have
completed 90 or more units by
the beginning of the semester. She
must be a resident of an approved
housing unit that has submitted
a plan of senior key organization
for that hou.e approved by the
Senior Key Board.
Participants of the program
must attend one orientation meeting before they are given keys.
ORGANIZATION OF SYSTEM
Senior Key is a "permissive
program" which may or may not
be adopted by a single living center. Those housing units yvho apply for senior keys must aubmit
a plan of operr,tion to the Senior
Key Board.
After approval, the living center geplements the program by
(Coati:mod oa Page 4)
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Reg
Woes
Persist
Parry
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Thrust and
EDITOR’S NOTE:

Ithe

Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty is chance to express their views
on, oismpus, local, national, or internotlx.enal issues. Space is allowed fo
end6grage written debates on such
cyrAdit affairs. Contributions to Thrust
and. Parry must not exceed 250 words,
must rbe typewritten. double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly
signed with the writer’s ’,arra and
faculty or ASB number. The Daily
will not print letters which are libelous,
in poor taste. or include a personal
attack. The difor reserves the right
to dit or cut letters to conform to
spcei limitations and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects
he believes have been exhausted,

PERSONAL
My Son.
Ir.e don’t know uhere you
art, staying in San JOSP
tiittee yOU

left for school.

of registration continues to be a
The frustraf
dreary experience for tl ttttt sands of SJS students. In recent years, the rapitl increase of students has not been
compensated by more efficient registration techniques.
e hale learned to live with this inconvenience, even
though it tieelDS to worsen each semester.
Fortunately, the athninistration realizes the old machinery has worn out %Alm is tragic is l’res. Robert D.
Clark’s disclosure that the college cannot provide a new
system for two years. During this time, we can only
hope the aged apparatus of registration sputters to a
dignified death.
In various ways. registration tends to be unfair
it rewards a few students while hurting the majority.
A number of methods liae been utilized by a growing
number of students to escape the recurring plague.
Such methods include pre -registration, which appears
to be increasing each semester; slightly illegal practices
reportuill used by some professors to help students;
and paeket misuse. Other loopholes are undoubtedly
present and utilized by -the in-crowtl."
S
persons excuse these practices by arguing that
they can make a difficult period easier for those willing
to seek the loopholes. But such unfair practices can’t be
condoned when they benefii a few but hurt many others.
This is one phase of the registration problem that is not
impossible to rectify while we patiently wait for a badly
needed mei-haul in registration procedures.

so I thought that I would
try to locate you this

WU. .

Ilhat I wanted to tell you
was this.

hen we were in

San Jose we noticed a big
SIIELL station at the corner of 10th and William
strpelN just a block southeast of the campus that
mires SAJI Green stamps.
They looked like they do
about everything there so
trade there and
bring home something be,i,b,s dirty clothes for a
please

change.
MOTHER

Campus Back in Gear
cicome back!
San Jose State is coming to lift- again. In a few weeks
the college’s academic and social c’ents will be generating a terrific amont of acti% ity. This early lull before the
storm begins is, perhaps. the best period of the entire
academic year.
Shining sun and cooling breezes combine to make
leisure time a pleasant experience. It’s a time of anticipation for such things as Homecoming. midterms, football games. parties. concerts, and weekend moonwatching.
’Finlay classes begin their rapid movement toward
-total stinl.’" the weeks when profs begin emphasizing
certain points in earnest. Before that time comes. howeer. students spend their time getting acquainted with
one another.
If you are new to SJS, we strongly urge you to seek
out eery possible avenue for making new friends so
that the we//ks ahead become a much richer experience.
;food luck and welcome back.
To all olhet

Engineering Dept. Starts
ICybernation and Man’
SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark will
present the opening lecture today in the Engineering Department’s pioneer multidisciplinary
course, "Cybernation and Man."
Pres. Clark will speak on the
significance of the course in regard to today’s world, and point
out the need to knit together the
concerns of the sciences, humanities and technologies.
Cybernation and Man, E180,
was first offered last spring. It
is a study of ways in which computer controlled automatic production systems may affect the
economic. social, political and
moral structure of man.
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Second class postage paid ad San Jose, California. Member California Newspaper Publishers Association and Audit Burpau of Circulations. Pubijerrd daily
by students of San Jose State College, except Saturday and Sunday, during
remainder:, i’Iiiimestrer basis. Full
college year. Subscription accepted only on
academic year, $9; each semester, $4.50. Off.campus price per co-py . 10 cents.
Phone 264.6414 Editorial Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Ext. 2081,
2082, 2083, 2084. Press of Globe Printing Co. Office hours 1:45.4:20 p"
Monday through Friday.

and may be restricted so that
a variety of majors will be represented in the class.
There are no mathematics or
engineering prerequisites for tite

Editor
News Editor
Associate Editor
Copy Editor

course.
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SCOTT MOORE
CARY KOEGLE
CAROL CARD
TOM MEAD

MT.
BOB SCHERNER
Business Mgr. ANGUS MacEACHERN
Manager
Classified
DICK LOW
Promotion Mgr.
TERRY PETERSON

1-LERMAN

DAHNKEN

16 E. San Fernando, San Jose
Open Monday Milt Saturday
Monday & Thursday. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Two Blocks from the SJS Campus on E. San Fernando

MEETS MONDAY

The three unit course will
meet this semester on Monday
and wednesday at 1:30 p.m. for
lectures. An activity and discussion perkx1 will be held Wednesdays from 2:30 to 5:20 p.m.
According to Norman O. Gunderson, dean of engineering, the
course "will provide full opportunity for the exploration of all
viewwints" on the computerized and automated society’.
Prominent speakers from on
and off campus will present their
mikin opinions and ideas during
lecture sessions.

_

Off-campus speakers scheduled for the course include W. H.
Ferry, Center for the Study of
Democratic Institutions, Santa
Barbara: Louis Kelso. attorney author, San Francisco; and S
P. R. Charter, human ecologist author, Point Reyes.
Enrollment in "Cybernatioti
and Man" is limited to uppe;
and graduate divisiun student,
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Corona typewriters also available.
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EVERYTHING FORME
COLLECE STUDENT
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No Money Down
on Sears Fasy
Payment Plan

From paper clips
To class rings
Pius These
Faster Service
(4_Conveniences
Right on Campustailint"

"Ideal for Campus Life ... "
Models for Men and Women!

47260

3-SPEED LIGHTWEIGHT
WITH DUAL HAND BRAKES
Sears Special Low Price
Comfortable coil -spring black saddle. Slim tires help reduce drag.
High Onyx black finish with bright
chrome -plated handlebars, rims,
hubs, sprocket. White trim.

’33"

ON SALE AT ALL SEARS BAY AREA STORES

25% Savings on Used Books From the Largest
Supply in This Area
L>_5] Money Back Guarantee Until October 8
(With Cash Register Receipt)

Spaii&m.

souk.-&.

"Right on Campuf
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Beloit Finds New Incentive Plan 1
By MARGARET BANCROFT
Fatted Press International
NEW YORK ’UPI) --Beloit
College doesn’t have any freshmen,
sophomores,
juniors or
seniors.
It doesn’t have any summer
vacation.
It doesn’t have the traditional

June graduation.
But it does have this new educational idea - a student’s education should be his own responsibility and not the responsibility
of the President, the professors
or the formal course structure.
Beloit is an ()Id Wisconsin college with a n.v program. In the

early 1950’s, Beloit began thinking
about change, about some way
of improving the system of higher
education in America.
Last fall, after years of discussion and some dissension, the program went into effect.
"What we’re essentially trying
to do," said Dr. Miller Upton,

Welcome!
San Jose State Students
Remember
We Are Your Headquarters
for
Prescriptions and IleaIth Needs
Toiletries for Men and \’ omen
all popular lines
Stationery and school supplies
Money orders paN station for P.C.& 11:.
ater bills
Fountain Lunches
Cheeks Cashed (Ititli restrictions)

411111

Churtie- Accounts Invited

detVitiir-0,145th
--.P1-1.1114MACIr
9

\

1,Ni

SUNDAY 10 AM TO 6 PM

the college presidia-it, "is find a
happy medium between the British
and American systems.
"The British system relies too
heavily* upon the exatn. It is not
structured enough. The American
system has been too structured.
It equates learning with passing
courses."
Upton wants his students to
learn that learning occurs outside
the classroom: in bull sessions, on
summer afternoons spent reading
a book, in working for an insurance cotnpany or as a nurse in
the hills of Kentucky.
TEACHING DEFINED
"Teachers can’t teach," he says.
"They can only help a student.
learn."
The "Beloit Plan" starts with
the idea of abolishing the concept
of four distinct classes. Students
arrive on the campus in the fall
for their "Underclass Year." They
study for three, 15-week terms
which take them through Augu.st
and through the equivalent of une
term of a sophomore’s work.
Then, they enter a two-year
"Middleclass Period" made up of
two, 15-week periods on campus,
one 15-week wtwk period and two
15-week vacation periods.
A final, three semester period
is called the "Upperclass Year"
and it is meant to sum up the
varied experiences of the underclass years. Everyone comes back
to the campus to compare notes,
la finish formal course work and
to take part in a common course
on contemporary problem.s.

ixiaential Way4
By TOM MEAD
"Education will conlinue to have the highest priority.
Curtailed fall enrollments were authorizecr
No student will ever be turned away because we
by Chancellor Dumke to offset lagging faculty
failed to build ti classroom or plan a state college.
(Gov. Edmund G. Brown
recruitment. Reports from the colleges in July
Sept. 10, 1965)
indicated that sufficient faculty may not be
available to staff all classrooms this semeste^.
California is in the midst of an educational
Our legislators and residents who brag that
crisis and unless our state legislators and residents
C’alifornia offers "better advantages" to prospecre-commit themselves to the California tradition
tive professors should ask some of our educaof offering the hest educational system possible,
tional leaders why it is getting more and more
the academie ship )(III sink beyond recovery.
difficult to find qualified faculties.
Gov. Brown’s statement on Sept. 10 reflects,
Money is the answer, but very few are going
perhaps, part of the thinking circulating in Sacto increase taxes just to pay fur quality or so It
ramento and in and about the vatiotis legislative
would seem from the thinking demonstrated on
commi t tees.
Capitol Hill.
To presume that no student will ever be
Gov. Brown said at last week’.; First Governor’s Conference on Education, meeting in Los
turned away because California failed tu build
Angeles, that in order to improve education, Calia classroom Or to plan a state college campus
fornia netst be willing to increase the financial
is ideal ist ic.
support of education, including higher state taxes.
Especially so v(hen California State College
This statement, while most welcome, has been
Chancellor. Glenn Batlike, in a rccent statement,
slow in coming from the govm.nor. Our state unidisclosed that apploximately 9,000 students vvere
versity and college system has increased attendbarred from academia because of lack uf space
ance 8:1 per cent while taxes have increased
and shortage of faculty.
only 8 per cent over a five year period.
San Jose State alone had the sad task of
The latter increase is admirable from a poturning ;laity appioximately 1.500 slit:lents, 600
litical standpoint, but when approximately 9.(X)0
of them rejected because of lack of space.
students are denied a college education, it would
appear the tax figure is a secondary issue. The
But failure to build enough colleges is nut the
governor, the legislature and the residents of
only problem confronting our legislators. Mom
this state should take a long look at its eduimportant is the staffing of these colleges, a
cational system and decide if education is to be
task which. during the last three yeam, no adthe Number I goal of this state.
minkti abn.
(iished
a,slinie.

THE NEW

NO DIVISION
Beloit expects its students to
learn that there is no sharp dividing line between English and philosophy or philosophy and biology.
Plato, Melville and Sartre are read
and the professors doing the teaching may be mathematicians, chemists or biologists.
Upton admits that not everybody likes the idea. Some students
are unprepared to be taught Plato
by a mathematician and some
mathematicians don’t want to
teach Plato.
"The students who entered last
Fall have consistently shown
greater self-reliance and independence than previous classes, he
said. More of this class is calling
on me or asking why."
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CHRISTY

MINSTRELS
Sunday, Sept. 26: 8 p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets

$4.50 $3.50 $2.50

1

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE I
40 W. San Carlos
Son Jose
295-0888

...
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HELP STOP THE BOOK EXPLOSION!

1
Will the Book Explosion help you or hurt you? If you want to
save money (25% off list price on all used books), shop in a
friendly atmosphere and select your books from a stock of
thousands, then it will help you. Help us fight the Book Explosion and we’ll help you save money. Get all of your supplies
at Robert’s Bookstore.

oteA

Open la 9:00 p.m. Monday-Thursday
Open ltil 5:00 p.m., Friday and Saturday
330 So. 10th Street
Across From Men’s Dorms

a
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Special

Senior Keys Okayed 1

. PANTS 50’

0

cleaned and pressed

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
befween 10th and Ilfh Sfs.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR BOOKS
TILL
OCOTBER 8
With Cash Register Receipts
At

cpaPtait &ook4tore
"Right on Campus"

TALENTED MISS SJSMiss Michael Cetinich, sophomore English major from San Mateo, was awarded a trophy for being Best
Popular Singer in the talent portion of the Miss Calfornia ’65
competition held in Long Beach earlier this summer. As SJS’s
entrant to the Miss California pageant, the 19-yeer-old lighthaired beauty sang her way to becoming a ta’ent winrer with
her vocal renditions of "Stepping Out with My Baby" and "The
Party’s Over." Miss SJS contest was sponsored by Sigma 14u
fraternity.

AMR. At Amps*.
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(Continued from Page 11
electing a Senior Key Representative and by attributing responsibility for keys to the head resident, housemother, alumnae
adviser or houseparents.
It has been recommended in the
Senior Key outline plan that a
deposit be required before keys
are issued to qualified students.
This deposit may range from $1
to a maximum of $10. If the key
is lost, the deposit is forfeited.
When the key is returned at the
end of the year, the deposit is refunded.
VIOLATIONS
Key privilege violations will he
reported by the Senior Key representative to the Senior Key
Board. The Board will determine
whether a key violation has occurred and will refer violations
to the AWS Judicial Board.

if you
burn th

signed

RENT
STUDENT RATES

Late Model Standards
New Portables
Rental-Purehase Plan
FREE Delivery
t:8,

fer-ei

OFFICE MACHINES
96 E. SAN FERNANDO
295-6765

midnight oil ...
here’s a bright
idea from Lampette

A Wells Fargo Bank checking account is
the easy way to keep track of when, why and
where your money went. It doesn’t cost
an awful lot either. A special account costs
only 15 per check. A regular account may
cost even less, depending on the balance
you keep and how many checks you write.

Take personal, portable glareless light
wherever you go. Choose the original Lampette
that folds into your pocket, yet extends
to 16". Full 360 swivel head. Grey, gi Jen,
turquoise, sand, white or black. $19.95
Or pick the new tapered style with pyramid base.
Telescopic arm extends to 18". White, black,
sand, turquoise, grey, blue. $14.95

sealed
Now you can have a checkbook
bearing an insignia of
San Jose State College. Printed in
the school colors. It’s a new service from
Wells Fargo Bank. And it’s free.

Your University Checkbook is waiting
for you at our nearest branch.
Just come on in. You’ll get a real
Western Welcome. And when you open
your account, take a good look
at our exclusive stagecoach checks.
They’re real Western Money available
only at the oldest bank in the West.
(401110141100

approved livtive each from 1.,)
ing centers (other than apartments) housing 20 or more girls,
small approved living centers
’other than apartments) housing
five to 19 girls, approved apartments. and college -operated residence halls.

are rot repo) t.,)) or if the violations at e continually repeated.
Individuals may have their keys
confiscated if they lend or borrow
a key, if they fail to observe the
rules established by AWS, and
if they fail to luck a door upon
returning to
living center at
any time.

SENIOR KEY BOARD
Organization of a Senior Key
Board is now in process, according to Dean Tomes. Miss Kenya
Johnson, SJS senior and member
of the AWS Judicial Board, has
been appointed chaitman of the
F3oard.
There will be a maximum of
six or a minimum of four additional board members. Members
will be upper division students
from campus approval living quarters.
Selection of the members will
be done by open application methLOSS OF KEYS
od
and interviews conducted by
The entire living center can lose
the privilege if major violations the college’s AWS Judicial Board.
Membership of the board will
include two representatives from
the sororities and one representa-

delivered

mango. owing novo loopy.

1
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GRANO:FBROS
STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

Stevens Creek Blvd. at WinehesterSan Jose /Santa Clara
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1 111141
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H01101 K10114-11

11f11%

.. 1.50
. 1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.15

Beef

Virginia Raked limn
Kosher Style Cornea Beef

T

Turkey

Chieago Style Paslranoi
linasl Turkey Leg

COMBINATION PLATES

Any 2

Meal-

I

3 meats

7 7,

Shill III Mai%

I.., 1114 1,1’

$2.00

.35

orders include choke of Salmi. Barbi-pied Beans,
or Alaearoni. Bread awl Didier
Visit the Gas Lite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing. Rcoms from $85 Per Month.
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Located on

The

Sainte

CIttae Hoinl

CY 5-2626

1
.
1

Monany. September
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What Well-Dressed College Men
Will Wear on Campus This Fall
By

WA LTER

1.01 t Ust

l’er11:41, I Ilv 1:t I

ss;1

Nl illiili

i/C ,

United Press Intermit
il
simply to check with the tipper
One way for a young man to pre. classman at the college. But he
pare his college wardrobe is to : should also rely on his own sense
bone up on a kit of men’s style 101 taste. licePing. in mind that colmagazines. Another way would : ’ege men are the last bastion of
be to check with the men’s wear ultra -conservatism.
One thing to remember: Don’t
buyer at the local store since he
spends a lot of his time reading huy everything during the first
week of school. Wait and see what
those and trade magazines.

Hey Podner! Is your
little old car getting a little rough to
handle?
If your rides are getting bumpy, and your car is
bucking on you, you might as well get yourself down
to Silva’s for a tune-up, maybe a little gas, too. Don’t
worry, you can afford it, prices are economical and
we accept all major credit cards.
78 S. 4th St.SILVA

SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? We Will Park It For You

Santa Clara at Market Street, San Jose

ill. ’:,

.1 .1

,. i:11 III,;

and

PICIt

’cALCOME BACKfi!

lip

AND ETT FOR THE OCCASION

’-’iat yll I nerd at the local cloth n ,, stir ii.
I
I

CO:11190-:- FIT
A n we! combination for the
Igida.et-con- cIous college man is
I a lot,: piece combination soit of
Itirl.rrtati fabric with reversible
.r .1 tind iai ext a pair of contrast’ ng color trousers to mix-and match.
The shirt wardrobe should in..n:de at least six shirts -two or
hi ee pencil stripe and solid blue
ir yellow dress shirts and four
%%bite oxford button downs. plus
:in equal number of sports shirts,
osually BD and often madras.
a couple of knits. BD collars
hould pass the "three finger"
..ist for length.

B.A.cfc To voRicSPRIA
ON
DESK LAMPS
BRIEF BAGS
ATTACHE’ CASES

SWEATER CHOICES
In the sweater department two
are an absolute minimum. First
choice would be a V-neck pullover
’Thetland followed by a cardigan.
The basic colors are gray, navy.
camel and burgundy.
The standard uniform on many
college campuses is wheat jeans
worn with a variety of shirts,
sweaters and sports shirts and
jackets. But for each sport coat
there should be at least two pair
of dress slacks and you should
begin with medium-grey flannels.
Again: Ivy cutbelt loops, cuffs.
about a 17-inch taper and no
pleats.

COIlle

Da,

BI’0%1 se

kl’0111111..

cpaptan geobtoe
"Right on Campus"

H

’ ’71Pi
i’AtilOUS NAME SAM2LE SALE
lontriaine,,_

1/2-1/2 off

’

SWEATERS REG. 8.95 TO 19.95
cardigans
pullovers

V neck
,leeveless

ski styles
zippers

SPORT SHIRTS REG. 5.00-8.95
long sleeves
plaids

stripes

button downs
solids

Tremendous selection from several famous manufavturers in
size medium only.
t

*.st

,

Spartan 8 way ivy wardrobe event

8 combinations . . . only $8 a month!
1 all wool ivy suit
shoulders

at 59.95, 3 button, natural

1 Loden coot or zipper jacket
man at 19.95
1 all
style

wool slack at

by McGregor or Hol-

18.95, trim

ivy or continental

Levi sta-Press s!ark at 6.98. new process never needs

ironing!

!hod deeve waslbable wool shirts

Spartan special! bleeding madras

5.99

3.99

Handsome, masculine plaids for the rugged Spartan
made of 95% wool and 5% nylon to make them machine
washable. Button down collars, tapered body in S-M -L-XL.

Bleeding madras shirts make you look bold, learlesr.,
spirited, fierce ... right Spartan" Bolton down collars and
tapered body in wild plaids. guaranteed to bleed, S NI -L.

Hart’s Vert’s Shop The ( lid; Street Floor

SHOP MONDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY ’TIL 9 P.M.

flare.

Shop ’Art ( tub’. Streel Fltonr

REMEMBER, WE’RE ONLY 5 BLOCKS FROM

SJS CAMPUS

a

kr I

\ 1) \II 1

SiS Has Some Pretty Coeds ...

i’$
‘0‘111 ":1
44.
ot

BLONDES usually have more fun staring into our cameras, and
model Sally Prater proves it. She’s also a former Lyke doll.

GAME TIME is much more fun earlier in the semester when few
midterms intrude. This pool player is Nancy Scott, a Playboy
bunny who visited SJS last semester.

,...,.:. ,., .,. .,. . ,. ,. . . ,. . . . , . . .,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. . .,. ,. ,. .,. ,. ,. ,. . .,
WELCOME
BACK
SPARTANS

Co

e

:.,s:.
sz

ANGELO’S
IS READY TO SERVE YOU
with a menu full of specialties. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday look for Angelo’s Spaghetti Special, all you can eat for $1.00. Every
dish is given careful attention as we have done
for the past 14 years.

NEW! McGREGOR "PLAINSMAN -

TORO SUEDE
WITH DEEP PLUSH PILE/QUILT LINING!
Toro Suede . . . made from the heart of the
hide, carefully hand sueded, treated for water
repellency and spot resistance. The jacket made
for the great outdoors, for rugged wear.
Quilted nylon lined sleeves, body lined in
warm Creslan" acrylic. Sizes 38-46.

3 795

"o’s

We Look Forward To Seeing You
SZZ

SHOP MONDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 9 PM!

ANGELO’S STEAKHOUSE
72 EAST SANTA CLARA

.,..r.,orrearA,..orw,e,o,.....wee...o,,,,,o,,o,,,,,,,o,......w,a,or,.ra,ar,o,r,o,,,/,

BIKINIS make most coeds look extra beautiful in the fall, especially after they’ve devoted a full summer to suntanning.
Lourine Johnson is a former Lyke doll.

YES

Nk ESTERN ART M ATERIALS, INC.
telephone 298-1557

262 south 1st st., san jose

ALL AIRLINES
HAVE A CRITICAL
RESERVATION SHORTAGE
If you are planning to fly anywhere from
DECEMBER 8th TO JANUARY 6th
Books Are Open
RESERVE NOW PAY LATER
J

TIIE NEWEST ART SUPPLY
CENTER WELCOMES
)01
10t YOU YOU YOU

New York
Philadelphia
Washington, D.C.
Boston
Chicago
Miami -Tampa

T

$145.10
$290.20
141.40
282.80
137.25
274.50
152.25
304.50
105.45
210.90
Excursion

Based or 10 or more passengers. round
.
75 or more passengers. members ef the s,,,dont body.
and immediate families.

*
*
*
**

parents,

$217.65
217.65
233.00
249.50
168.72
240.00
faculty,

"All prices plus U.S. Gov’t. Tax"
Sirnilar Rates to All Parts of the Country and Europe.
We have block space via TWA and A.A.L. Jets departing Dec. IB,
9:00 A.M. Return any day. SPACE LIMITED.

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED.

297-8000

San Jose Travel Service

Artists Materials
Engineering Supplies
Picture Framing
Back Room Gallery

223 So. First St.

San Jose

IT’S ’IMAM
Today’s Moral
Crisis

STUDENT
FACULTY
PRICES

WEEKDAYS 9-5:30
THURSDAYS 9-9:30
SATURDAYS 9-5:30

11:% Iiieliard lire!)
The best selections of the hard-hitting column in lhe Spartan Daily
that split the SJS campus wide open. Now all in one book! Learn
about the propr view of sex. Rad the controversial movie review
of Dr. Strangelove.
Now on sale at Spartan, California and Robert’s bookstores and at
the American Opinion Book Store. 520 So. Bascom Ave., and
Kaleidoscope Books, 247 So. 1st Street.

’Frof ;List’ Sells Out

Th..

Piot List, ,t
containing self-ealuations of 70 SJS pro.
lessors, was sold out during rev.
tration. The list WaS sponsored [,
Collegians for Educational ResponsIbility CER1.
The evaluations are not designed
to compete with the Tau Delta
Phi Tower List, but are supplemental to it, according to Al Mason, CER publicity director.

HAS IT!

E xpect Reg Changes
In 2 YearsPres. Clark
(Continued from
demic vice president,

executive

vice president and a director of
tinancial and business affairs.
!They would be responsible di-

in Downtown San Jose

DANCE! PLAY! EXERCISE!
in perfect fitting,
comfortable
DANSKIN,C;;;I:

TIGHTS
and

LEOTARDS
WOMEN’S and
CHILDREN’S SIZE
for big girls and
little girls,
knit of finest
quality stretch
nylon

LEOTARDS
SCOOP NECKS
ROUND NECKS
TURTLE NECKS
V NECKS

TIGHTS
THEATRICAL MESH
TIGHTS, ALSO WITH
COMFORT SOLE
SHEER TIGHTS, WITH
OR WITHOUT SEAMS
BALLET TIGHTS
TRUNKS
DANCE GIRDLES
BANKAMERICARD
FIRST NATIONAL CHARGE
____.
_ , __
iCONVENIENT
PARKING VALIDATED

65 W. Santa Clara St.
(BETWEEN FIRST & MARKET)

SAN JOSE

I

PHONE

I.,
In reyponse to a question re garcling recent reports of possible
renewed student unrest at U.C.,
Berkeley, Dr. Clark said he anticipates no such problems at SJS.
"I believe students should have
a good deal of freedom to express
opinions. The question of limitafions and restrictions should be
discitssed with students if at all
;xissible,- he said.

Monday, September 20, 1965

sPARTAN DAILY-7

SALE

More Than 2,300 Tower Lists Sold
:4111.’ than 2,JOO copies of Tau
Tau Deit,i
.s a awns honDelta Phi’s Tower List were sold orary scholastic fraternity.
First publishekl in the spring of
during Orientation week.
The list contains evaluations of 1964, the Tower List luis been the
subject of much controversy. A
more than 400 professors compiled
number of professors have defrom a poll of students the Tau nounced it as biased and inaccurDelts conducted last year.
ate.

Last year such (I i s c it ssions
oroved possible, he said. Ile expressed his hope "that students
will have an adequate opportunity
to express their views without the
necessity of any extreme measures."
As he begins his second year as
college president Dr. Clark characterized "the continual upgrading
of the qttality of the educational
!,.xperience." as SJS’ most press,tiL; problem.
"We’re gixxl, but we’re not good
enough," he declared. "We have
many things going for us, but the
long difficult problem of achieving
a high quality and maintaining
it is subtle and complex."
Biggest administrative problem
now facing him is the salary scale
of teaching personnel, he said.
"We don’t have adequate salaries to be effective in recruitment of new faculty," he said,
despite a recent 10 per cent pay
raise granted by the legislature
to professors.
"We f:ice the same harrowing
WE GIVE
experience we faced last semester
BLUE CHIP
of trying to recruit faculty for
STAMPS
next year, unless We get additional
rejief frcim the legislature.
"Relief came very late last
year. although it helped when it
came." he added, "but it came
late enough so that I’m sure we
suffered some resignations and
many rejections of job offers."
Competition from colleges outside the state for new faculty is
intense, he said. Two-thirds of
new faculty members are recruited from out-of-state schools in
competition with colleges offering
higher salaries.
He is highly favorable to plans
for SJS’ new College Union. "It’ll
I:e an attractive place. Some say
it’s a sure prizewinner." Ground’,reeking for the structure is
293-2815
.1u-stilled this serne.,ter.

BOOKS
UP TO 95% OFF

’111,, Tao Dell,. maintain that tit,
List is basic:illy fair and valid.
Last semester the Tau Delts
sold approximately 6,000 copies of
the List.

Town and Country V,Ilage

Stevens Creek &

Tau Delt spokesmen indicate
that about 1,000 copies remain
available for sale.

ra. Books Inc.m-

NATURAL SHOULDER
BUTTON-DOWN

SIDE VENTS

AUTHENTIC CREST

SOFT ROLL

Tailor-made money.
One campus fashion that’s never out of style: a

you a receipt for paid bills. Choose either

a

Reg-

Bank of America checking account. And with good

ular or Tenplan account. (If you write just a few

reason. A checking account at Bank of America
means maximum safety for your money. Maximum

checks a month and your balance is under $200,
a Tenplan account is more economical.) Stop in

convenience. And minimum co

and open an account tailored to fit your needs.

too. It also gives

pANK pr AMERICA
Second and San

Carlos Branch

280 South Second Stleet, San Jose

SAVE 25/0 ON
USED BOOKS A
CAL BOOK!
Cal Book now has two stores to serve you for
all your school needs during the coming semester. Save 25/0 on used text books at Cal
Book. You’ll also find a complete selection of
new text books at both Cal Book Stores.

Cal Book also has complete lines of art supplies, teacher’s aids and paperbacks. Shop
and save at either Cal Book Store. Both offer
you the same fast, courteous service that
makes buying at Cal Book Stores a pleasure.

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMP NY LTD.
134 E. San Fernando

Winchester

Open Evenings and Sunday

Hours: 8 a.m. Itil 9 p.m., Mon. thru Thurs.
Fri., 8 a.m., Itil 6 p.m., Saturday, 9 a.m. ’ill 5:30 p.m.

San Carlos & 10th Si’s.

s
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Pres. Clark Hits Shortage

New Troubies at Cal?

Edward M. Strong, former chan.4400m:hes Altai...mg tor SOMe
of the University of Calicellor
large
lecand
groUps
tilSetissiott
state college system "makes some
(Cuittitaueisl fr

rake II

tures should be undertaken- -but
cannot because of budgetary limitations, he said.
"I believe strongly in a Department of Finance because the people are entitled to strict controls
and to careful management of
their funds," he added.
"The Department of Finance is
necessary but not the way it opin
areas

of our problems impossible to deal
with," he said.
Some of the college affairs "are
thus regulated by a department
clerk in Sacramento instead of by
management on this campus.
"An even graver concern to me "
he said, "is that this system interferes with the manner in which
we conduct our classes."
Exrn-rimentation, ith

fornia Berkeley campus, has predicted that rebel students will renew their battle with school offI
cials during the coming months.
"It has become evident that
leaders of the student revolt are
determined to press further demands in a struggle for dominance
Lin and over the university," Strong
I said in a luncheon address in San
"The struggle will be pressed
uncler the banner of educationtd

111.
ed.
Strong, who resigned as chancellor because of illness earlier
this year, urged the University
to take a firm stand in dealing
with rebellious activities.
He said the school "must insist
that none of its members has a
right to interfere with the rights
of others and proceed promptly.,
firmly and fairly against any who
act in contempt of its rules."
He was sharply critical of the
rebels who threw the school into
turmoil (luring the pa.st year.

TREY

haw

!wen

FAST SERVICE

’lick!,

LARGE SELECTION

vilifying the university and
flicting injuries on it while prof...
ing to desire a higher excelleiii
for it by their own specificatiiiii
"They demand a voice in sii
demic matters exceeding thi
qualifications and competence, :in,
consider their demands to be
arrogant but democratic," he saii,
As Strong made his predictioi
officials at the campus annoure 4
st udent regist rat ion had propi
by 1,000.

25,, OFF ON

USED BOOKS

FREE DESK BLOTTERS
AT

cpartair gookAitore
"Right on Campus"

THIS IS THE
LABEL...
GRODINS

USED BOOKS

S
mom

25% OFF

Lt

LARGEST STOCK

6

e 1
; TE

IN THE AREA

THIS IS THE
L. 0 0 K
GRODINS BA CK-TO-SCHOO L SPECIALS

1

STYL ED RIGHT! ... PRICED RIG HT!
TREND -SETTING CLOT HES SPECIALLY CUT FO R GUYS ON THE GO!

cpartatt gook-otore
"Right on Campus"

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE!

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
vi ALE ROOMMATE-Llwood.

IIIIICZ=MitII

BIG LOOK! LITTLE PRICE!

Our Brand New Fall Traditional
Button -Down Sportshirts

McGregor’s Fabulous Mohair
Shetland Cardigan

CHECK THIS LOW PRICE!
Our New -Look Whaler Coat
Complete with Hood

2 FOR 9.50

11.95

13.99

Normally, these top-drawer shirts would sell for 5.95
and 6.95! Tailored carefully, and styled with just the
proper roll to collar. Huge selection of stripes, plaids,
solids!

Big campus swing thi Fall, Luxury Mohair now
blended in with your f vorite shetland ...creating
THE sweater with THE look’ All the new betterlet’em heather colors.

New shorter, sharper -looking nielton coat with hood,
in traditional olive green! Guaranteed against whistling stadium winds- but not against whistles!

115 W.
2’ call

SSA 650 cc
28.8, 2
3

$11RVICIES. (11)-

FOR SAME 13f

MONTHLY PARKING 2 c
from col.
269.9413 between 9-5.

UNDERWOOD

T.V.

RENTALS--Special student rates
nth, phone 377-2935.
r.

HOUSING IS)

To place an ad:

SJSC
eJt
per semester. 3 meals per day, 5 days.
Weekend kitchen privileges. Fncilities in
men’s dorm and worner s dorm. Cail
293.5584 weekdays. 8-5.

ACCEPTED

:

Call at
Classified Adv. Office -J206
M -F 10:30-3:30

MALE UPPERdivision sfudent or profes-

T-Th 10:30-3:30

sor wanted. Phone 298.0881 or 286.9324.

FALL RENTALS-furn. 2 bdrm. uraptad.

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

apt. $164 rno. 351 S. Ilth. Mgr. No. 6
298.3494.

FEMALE ROOMMATE- -

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

apt. 74 S. 8th No. 2. Fran 286 1915

To buy. sell, rent or
announce anything.
Just fill out and c.ip
this h a ndy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum

Two lines One time Three times Five times
One time 50c a line 25c a line 20c a line
$2.00
$1.50
$1.00
2 lines
3.00
2.25
1.50
3 lines
4.00
3.00
2.00
4 lines
5.00
3.75
2.50
5 lines
Add this
amount for
.75
1.00
.50
each additional line
Print your ad here:

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

E
E
(i
C

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
C Lost and Found (6)
E Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)
Name
Run Ad
Starting Date

GRAB A
SIX-PACK!
Our Great White
Crew Socks

3.95
package of 6
Soft, combed cotton,
with nylon reinforced
heel and toe.
Colored stripe top.

NEW
CAMPUS
RAGE!
Our Leather Lined
Long Wing Brogues

1:1.114)
Special price on
a special shoe for
the guy on the go!
Rugged in style, kg*
in wear and looks!

iwpii\rs

WHO NEEDS CASH? You do! Save your allowance ... charge it with a Grodins Super-G’ account. 12 months to pay.
Address
(No of days) Enclose $

Phone

VALLEY FAIR -SHOP MON. THROUGH FRI. ’TIL 9:30 P.M.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER -SHOP MON., WED., THURS., FRI. ’TIL 9:30 P.M.

1

1

LY
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:13ARTAN
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Forum Series Opens
With Female Reporter
1 isa Hobbs. first female reporter of a (1.S. newspaper to
.1 Chinese mainland in nearly ten years,
ilie
kicks off the 1965-66 Forum Series on Thursday, Oct. 7, with
her "Red China Report."
Miss Hobbs is the first of twelve speakers scheduled for
this year’s lecture series.
Sorbello, former Italian Embassy cultural
Uguccione
attache, will speak on "Dante,
Then and Now" on Thursday,
NATO and French foreign policy
Oct. 14. His talk is sponsored
in general when he speaks on
jointly by the ASB and the Hu"Is France A Reliable Ally?"
manities Club.
on Nov. 23.
Aspects of "Creativity and the
CBS Newsman Martin AgronUnconscious" will be explored in
sky follows di Sorbello with a
a lecture by Rollo May on Dec.
talk on United States foreign
2. May is a Professor of Clinical
policy Oct. 21. His address is
Psychology at New York Unititled "The United States in a
versity, and a practicing psychoChanging World."
analyst.
"The American Theater and
Merrill Mueller, NBC newsthe American Public" is the
man, follows May with a lecture
scheduled topic of Mordecai
on the American space effort
Gorelik, a leading American
titled "On the Moon" on Dec. 9.
stage designer and theater pT0Mueller has covered most of the
fessor at Southern Illinois Unimajor U.S. space shots for NBC.
versity. His talk is slated for
Nov. 18.
Edward Weeks, editor of the
Pierre Emanuelli, ncecutive
Atlantic Monthly, will be the
Secretary of a private French
first Forum spealcer of 1966
organization committed to pubwhen he talks on "A Creed For
licizing the NATO Alliance,
Americans’ on January 13.
gives his views on De Gaulle,
Augme.=10.461

Spartans’ Summer
Goodwill Bike Ricle
Ks SUSAN KAM:
Campus Life Editor
A scroll bearing approximately 1,000 signatures ot SAS’
students calling for mutual understanding between South and
North America is five days away from its destination of
San Jose. Costa Rica.
Presentation of the scroll to student Ixely president of
a university in Costa Rica will mark the climax of a 5,200-mile
goodwill bicycle trip taken by SJS students Bob Bitts, 31;
Dan Barklin, 19; and Rafael Reyes, 37.
Trio of cyclists started out on their trip June 17 from
the Golden Gate Bridge with San Jose, Costa Rica as their
destinat ion.
During the three months, the trio was plagued by illness and mechanie .1 difficulties causing them to lose much
.-’nd schedule.
time and to fad
At the halfutty mark, Reyes reported that they had
miles of the trip and that they were
2,000
traveled Mime
delayed at Guadalajara, Mexico.
Barklin was reported ill with a fever in a hospital at
Guadalajara. Reyes and Bitts required medical attention
for minor injuries suffered when both riders fell from a
tandem bicycle.
Reyes had been cut over his left eye. Bitts,.who is blind,
suffered bruises.
Bills has since returned to San Jose and will be attending classes today. Other two cyclists are not expected back
S.TS campus until Saturday, Sept. 25, Rifts said.
However, whether the pair v411 be back even that soon
is still dubious.
According to Bitts, the expenses for the recent summer
trip came out of each person’s pockets. With further financial resources depleted, Reyes and Barklin are asking for
aid to pay for their plane fare to San Jose.
So far, Bitts has collected $25 that was presented as
a gift by the local Elks Club. Total plane fare for the pair
is estimated at $430.

ASILOMAR Readying themselves for college life, 380 freshmen camped last weekend at
Asilomar in Pacific Grove.
Leaving San Jose last Friday
in a noisy 10 bus caravan, the
frosh were given jelly beans as
spirit boosters. With the freshmen were 100 faculty and student counselors.
Checking into Asilomar Friday, the campers spent the afternoon in discussions and recreation. Vince Feeney, freshmen
camp committee chairman, said
that he hoped the orientation
weekend would start the freshmen thinlcing.
Friday night featured a bonfire on the beach followed with
folk dancing.
Saturday morning, SJS President Robert D. Clark addressed
the group. Clark reminded the
freshmen that "one does not
make a life with education
alone." Noting that "your generation is better educated and
more committed than mine,"
Clark urged the campers "to
be activists within the spirit of
the American Creed."
Campers and counselors staged
a talent show Saturday night,
featuring an impromptu satire
icn students by Dr. Thomas Tutko of the psychology department.
After church services and
more seminars Sunday, the
freshmen left for San Jose under an archway of their counselors’ clasped hands.
Asked her reaction to the
camp, Freshman Hellen Middleton concluded, "I didn’t know
anything, but now I know something.
.

Erskine Caldwell
To Visit Oct. 27-28
Erskine Caldwell, author of
"God’s Little Acre" and "Tobacco Road," will appear on the SJS
campus Oct. 27 and 28 as this
semester’s Visiting Scholar.
Recognized as a widely traveled and perceptive observer of the
contemporary scene both here
and abroad, Caldwell will give
his latest travel impressions of
Europe and America while on
campus.
"Around About America," one
of his latest books, gives his personal observations on life in the

Guitar Solo
Opens SJS
Book Talks To Resume Oct. 6; Art Series
Dr. Freemam First in Series
ERSKINE CALDWELL
. . . visiting lecturer

Dr. Eugene Freeman, associate professor of philosophy,
who co-authored "Process and
Divinity" with W. R. Reese will
discuss the book at this semester’s first faculty book talk on
Wednesday, Oct. 6.
All book talks this semester
will be held Wednesdays at 12:30
in rooms A and B in the cafeteria.
Dr. Lowell.M..Wajteers, professor of English, will examine
B. F. Skinner’s "Walden II" for
the second review on Oct. 13. Dr.
Albert L. Porter, associate professor of business will follow
with a talk on "The Complaint
of Peace."
"I Lost It at the Movies’’ by
P. Kael will be reviewed by Dr.
Robert D. Pepper, assistant professor of English, on Oct. 27.
Stendahl’s "Racine el Shake-

speare" will bc the subject of
the talk on Nov. 3 conducted by
Charles B. Paul, assistant professor of humanities.
Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer,
professor of philosophy, will
lead the discussion of J. G.
Pratt’s "Parapsychology: An Insider’s View of E.S.P." on Nov.
10.
Other books to be reviewed
this seraeater and faculty members who will be featured in the
series include Dr. V. E. Franklin’s "The Doctor and the Soul,"
by Associate Professor W.
Thornton Hooper on Nov. 17;
H. Selby’s "Last Exit to Brooklyn," by Dr. Richard G. Tansey,
professor of art, on Nov. 24; S.
Melman’s "The Depleted Society," by Rajinder Loomba, associate professor of electrical engineerine

Dr. Stuart Bailie% former director, University of Denver Graduate School of Librarianship, is
SJS’ new head librarian.
Dr. Baillie was appointed by
SJS President Robert D. Clark
Sept. 1 to succeed Miss Joyce
Backus, who retired la.st semester
after 42 years of service at SJS.
This year is "the greatest year
for libraries" in this country, Dr.
Baillie says.
The importance of libraries is
now well -recognized, he added, and
the current Congress has passed
and is considering proposed legislation calling for a total rif $233
million to aid school libraries.
Dr. Baillie, who takes over his
new duties Dec. 15, was graduated
in 1935 from Washington University in SI. Louis, Mo.. and look
his M.A. there four years biter.
He received his Ed.D. in 1961.
He comes to SJS after 11 years
of service al. the University of
Denver.
Dr. Baillie said the SIS Library
is "about. average size" considering the number of students enrolled here, hut that it must "grow
mom rapidly" in the years ahead.
From 40,000 to WOO new hooks
will eome into the Library this
year, at a enst ,.1 ,,ta..11 $10o,000,
he declared.
He estimates the library will
spend a total of about. $900,000
this year for books, services and
improvements.
Library hours, which some students assert are not sufficient,
will remain the same this year.
The hours are "perhaps a little
below average for an institution
of this size," Dr, Bajelle noted, "but
the minimum cost for even one
additional hour would be excep-

Hata Ily high. It is a batigM Problem."
He said that although most college libraries offer ahout the same
services, the difference is in atmosphere. "A friendly, cordial staff
makes the library mom useful and
valuable."
The primaty goal of the SJS
Library staff, Dr. Bernie said, "is
to provide the best possible library
services to faculty and students,
to make the student feel that the
Library is here to serve him."
-

Hospital-SJS
To Train New Pres. Clark Names New Librarian;
Nurse Class Dr. Baillie To Assume Duties Dec. 15
Registration and orientation
elosed last week for 21 student
nurses enrolled in San Jose Hospital’s School of Nursing which
begins formal instruction today,
according to Mrs. Barbara
Schmidt, R.N., director.
San Jose Hospital offers a
three-year diploma course in
nursing which includes academic instruction at San Jose
State College or San Jose City
College in conjunction with the
nursing education at the hospital.
Orientation week activities for
the student nurses includes college registration, instruction in
hospital emergency procedures,
instruction in the ethics of the
nursing profession and in good
erooming and a fitting session
for the students’ blue and white
striped uniforms, announced
Mrs. Thelma Pike, R.N., instructor on the School of Nursing
faculty and freshman group
chairman.
New students also include two
seniors and one junior who are
re-entering the school.

Local Watercolor
Show To Conclude
GOODWILL ON WHEELSShown at the start of their
4,000-mile bike expedition to San Jose, Costa Rica are
(I r) Raphael Reyes, Robert Bitts and Dan Barklind. Latest
word from Reyes and Barklind is that they expect to present
a petition of goodwill signed by nearly 1,000 Spartans to
the students of University of Costa Rica today.

Controversial Author

Freshmen
Go Camping
At Asilomar

Eric ()back, associate protessor
of art at SJS, concludes a oneman watercolor exhibition at
the San Jose Art Center, 482 S.
’2nri St., Thursday.
Professor back will also present a workshop with "on -thespot" water media painting
being demonstrated.
The exhibition is open to the
public from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. ,.

Classical guitarist John Williams will open SIS’s "Invitation to the Arts" series with
a performance on Tuesday
night, Oct. 19, itt Concert
Hall.
Williams will be the first of
five performers to appear in the
concert series throughout the
year. Each of the concerts, sponsored by the Associated Student
Body as part of the overall Spartan Programs Series, will begin
at R:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
WilliaMS has toured extensively in Europe and in 1962 toured
the Soviet Union. Born in Australia in 1941, he was the son of
a well-known jazz-guitarist.
From 1953 to 1958, he studied
under Andres Segovia.
Sopralio Marni NiXOTI ia scheduled to appear on Saturday, October 23. Concert singer and recording artist, Miss Nixon sang
for Deborah Kerr in both "The
King and I" and "An Affair to
Remember," and for Natalie
Wood in "West Side Story." She
is the wife of composer Ernest
Gold, os c a r recipient for the
musical score in the motion picture "Exodus."
Following Miss Nixon will be
pianist Eugene Istomin on Friday, December 10. Istomin appeared in the Casals Festival at
Prades, France. in 1950, and recently concluded a European
tour.

Student Display

This summer six faculty members and several students of the
San Jose Art Department displayed vvork at the 84th Annual
Exhibition of the San Francisco
Art Institute.

United States, while "In Search
of Bisco," another recent work,
describes his journey through the
South.
Now a resident of San Francisco, Caldwell has traveled to
almost every state in the Union,
and to every country in Europe
and South America. His books
are now published in more
countries than those of any other
American author.
Caldwell’s career as an author
began in 1933 when his short
story "Country Full of Swedes,"
won the Yale Review’s $1000
Award for Fiction.
The scholar’s visit to the SJS
campus will be under the auspices of the Associated Student
Body.

Student Idealists
Urged To Teach
By Gov. Brown
Student idealists in colleges
and universities were called
upon Thursday by Gov. Edmund
G. Brown to direct their energies toward tutoring needy children and adults instead of protesting in picket lines.
Keynoting the first Governor’s
Conference on Education in Los
Angeles, Gov. Brown said, "I
sincerely hope that some of our
young peoples’ idealism might be
transferred from the sit-in to a
new kind of teach-in
teaching
our minority groups in California how to utilize their
rights."
The governor reiterated
throughout his talk the hope for
students to be more constructive in behalf of the underdog.
His theme was echoed on the
same platform by Dr. Harold
Taylor, former president of
Sarah Lawrence College, who
supported the governor’s plea
for student idealists to get into
the teaching act.
"Dozens of new programs of
education outside the regular’
school systems have emerged
from the Freedom School," Dr.
Taylor said using the present
student movement in the South
to illustrate his point.
"Students are actively working to organize adult education
and teacher training programs
as part of their voter registration projects," he added
"Why not ask our college and
high school students to help with
the teaching in the elementery
schools as part of their curriculum?" Taylor asked.

Facility Limitations

SJS Denies 1500 Students
Admission for Lack of Space
An approximate 1500 NOM/CCfive SJS students were denied
entrance to the campus this semester dile to the leek of space.
In a report issued to the public friday by the office of the
Chaneellor of California Stale
Colleges, limit d facilities on
some eampuses and the inahilitV
to reeruit a full compliment of
lactilit hos effused an estimated
9,51s ’,indent appiirank to be
turned away trent the 1)4 California state colleges this fall.
State college officials report
that the hardest hit was San
Francisco State College which
could not accommodate 5,769
students for lack of spare and
200 because of an insufficient
number of faculty.
SJS estimates it was forced
to deny admission to some 900
freshman applicants and 600

lower division transfers for lack
of space.
A total of 999 students were
turned away at Cal State Los
Angeles, Cal State Fullerton,
San Fernando Valley State, San
Diego State and Sacramento
State College largely beeause of
lack of facilities, snarl observonee of deadline dales for applinr the setting of earlier
deadlines due to staff shortage.
Overall, Iiinited farilities accounted for the inability to accommodate some 8,268 students
while lack of faculty resulted
in excluding an additional 1,250
ime st WPM&
Officials estimated last spring
that some 5,000 students would
have to be turned away if salaries for state college faculty
were not increased to make
them competitive with other

institutions.
At the urging of the Board of
Trustees of the colleges, the
Legislature granted a 10 per
cent salary increase which, officials report, not. only helps to
stop an exodus of faculty from
the colleges hut also aided in
recruiting new faculty.
There has also been a slight
increase in the number of parttime faculty hired arid the number of limited appointments for
one or tWO yCaTS to highly qualified graduate students working
toward the Ph.D. degree.
Applications for admission are
still being accepted at five of
the state colleges. They include
Cal State at Long Reach, Cal
Poly at Pomona, Cal Poly at
San Luis Obispo, Sonoma State
in Rohnert Park and Startislaus
State in Turkck.
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Path to a Choice Dilemma

Reg Lines Lead Freshmen to Tempting Distractions
itv

citAWSIIAN’
Fine Arts Editor

From here to eternity . . .
Reg lines today are like reg lines any other day.
except they are longer, and of course. THIS time, YOU,
tr freshmen, are HERE.
11:1 kids, the end of the line is just the BEGIN You better hang .J11 tight.
You really dug the Orientation Dance. That guy,
the one lof many) in the madras shirt, white levis and

In four too-short years the cold cruel workl will
crash through ivied campus walls. YOU are here to
PREPARE fur that day you starul ALONE.
Full ’65 means things you haven’t anticipated. Every day the work piles higher. You can’t imagine how
easy it is to get further and further behind.
You can’t imagine how easy it is to go on a coffee
date and read your psych. tomorrow. You can’t imagine
how easy it is, ut mid-semester, when you get your
blue card, informing you of your D, to sily you will
REALLY study harder. And you can’t imagine how

Coke rots teeth. We may be the Pepsi generation but

easy it is for the dean to kiss you goodbye in January.
Freshmen, as you sit in your uncomfortable approved apartments, nasty things happen all over the

we are here to LF:ARN a thing or two.

world.

blue tennies was s0000 cute.
Just rementlx.r, neophites, that madras fades and

Ati the war in Viet Nam continues tu rage and
people remain surprised when Watts explodes, you
can bet your new boots, purchased in Berkeley, that
you will hear plenty about it on Seventh Street, San

Jose.
The drama department will produce plays. The
art department will have shows. The music department will present concerts. They are doing this for
YOU but you can ignore them if you wish to CHEAT
yourself.
The WORLD of SJS will dazzle. You are lucky.
You have an opportunity to dazzle with it. Don’t let
the stars get in your eyes but keep them, your eyes
und your MIND, wide open.

BEWILDERED FROSH?Incoming students are often confronted
with the antics attributed to college life. One of these includes
SJS’ Annual Derby Day, scheduled in the spring semester. As is
evident, even with his hands tied behind his back and blindfolded,
Sigma Chi Jim Brennan seems to be bearing up well under +he
pressure of kissing 14 lovely coeds to determine the winner of
+he kissing event during Derby Day. His amiable contestant is
Jo Teza of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.

Post Office Official Reminds Students
Not to Use ’SE’ As Reiurn Address
7
73

CAUGHT IN THE ACTCarole Pendergrast, lead in last year’s
SJS Drama Department’s presentation of "Lysistrea" urged +he
women of Athens and Sparta to revolt against +he men in a
daring and hilarious plan to end war between the cities. The
spring 1965 season closed with sellout performances of the hi+
musical "My Fair Lady." Equally fine performances are sIated for
this semester and offer SJS students on-campus cultural entertainment.

OPEN AIR FORUMHundreds of spectators
gather regularly for the Seventh Street Forum
debates on Friday afternoon. Key international
and political issues ere examined by student
speakers who urge audience participation. Evi-

dence of passer-by reaction varying from avid
suppor+ to curiosity to tired bewilderment is
shown above, as the crowd gathers for a
thought to consider over the weekend.

All students are warned not to
include the words "San Jose State
College" in the return address for
campus mail.
Since mail that is addressed to
San Jose State is delivered automatically to the college, personal
mail so addressed has to make an
unnecessary stop where it cannot
be claimed or delivered, according
to Michael Anello, service repre, sentative for the San Jose branch
I post office.

The incorrectly addressed mail
rnust be returned to the local
post office and re-routed to the
proper street address the student
has listed. This holdup in the delivery system frequently causes
a tvvo-day delay.
"If students would be sure to
use just

their name, street and

city as a return address, fast service by regular delivery can be
assured," said Anello.

NOW TWO (AL
BOOK STORES TO
SERVE YOU!

1
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Save 25‘)/0 on used books at Cal Book. A complete
selection of new and used books are in stock at Cal
Book Store, 134 E. San Fernando, and at the new
Cal Book Annex at 10th and San Carlos Streets.
FULL REFUNDS ON BOOKS
TIL OCT. 8

Shop and save at Cal Book for all your school needs.
We have art supplies, teacher’s aids, paperbacks,
and everything else you will need this semester.
Buy and save at either Cal Book or the new Cal Book
Annex.
Open 8:00 a.m. ’til 9:00 p.m., Mon. thru Thurs.
Fridays, 8:00 a.m. ’til 6:00 p.m., and
9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturdays
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Area Fine Arts, To Highlight Semester Activities
Original Compositions, ’Swinging Music’ Spell
Success tor 8th Annual Monterey Jazz Festival
Throngs of jazz enthusiasts
from across the nation crowded
onto the tiny peninsula of Monterey Friday, Saturday and Sunday to hear the "swinging
greats" close out the Eighth
Annual Monterey Jazz Festival
with "A Tribute to the Trumpet."
Headlining the three-day festival were Louis Armstrong,
Miles Davis and Dizzy Gillespie.
Gillespie was host and muster
of ceremonies.
"A Tribute to the Trumpet"
featured the history of the

trumpet in jazz, and the theme
was accentuated by the musically balanced variety of Roy’
Eldridge, M ay ’lard Fergusur.,
Clark TesTy, Carmen McRae,
Bobby Hackett and Freddie
Hubbard in addition to Armstrong, Davis and Gillespie.
Coordinating the entire jazz
festival was Gil Fuller. described
by Gillespie as the Dean of
Modern Jazz arrangers.
Among the many jazz works
premiering al the event was a
tour-part composition for jazz
orchestras entitled "The Aneel
City Suite" hy

Art Show Opens
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MAESTRO AT WORKDr. Gibson Walters,
professor of music, demonstrates +he form it
takes to direct SJS’ orchestra. The college

orchestra will again present a full season of
classical and popular music.

’Dead End,’ Concerts, Exhibitions
To Debut SJS Fall Cultural Season
The SJS Drama Department
will open its fall season of productions with "Dead End." by
Kingsley. The play will be presented Oct. 22, 23, and Oct. 27
through 30.
All students interested in auditioning for positions in the
cast are asked to be at Studio
Theater, Drama Building, tomoiTow at 3 p.m.
Many cast members are needed, and non -drama majors are
particularly welcome, it is pointed out.
The Drama Department will
stage three other plays this semester. "The Pied Piper," a
children’s play, will be performed Nov. 11 through 13.
Ansky’s "The Dybhuk" will
run Dec. 3, 4 and Dec. 8 through
11. The last play of the fall semester, "The Hollow Crown"
will be presented Jan. 7 and 8.
*
*
*
The San Jose Art Center’s
14th annual "Collector’s Choice"
benefit show will be held Sunday, Oct. 3, from 2-5 p.m., at
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Joseph
Giansiracusa, 977 Asbury St.,
San Jose.
The art works to be exhibited
were donated by Bay Area artists and Art League members.
Demonstrations of "art in action" will be presented in addition to the exhibits.
The lost wax process of jewel-

ry making, free form design in
clay and the water color brush
will be featured.
Visitors will have the opportunity to meet the participating
artists.
*
*
*
Schubert’s Fantasy Opus 103
will be the featured work in a
four hands piano recital to be
given Tuesday, Oct. 5, at 8:15
p.m. in Concert Hall.
SJS students Dae Baird and
Larry Hemphill will be the performers in the program sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, national men’s profession-

WARREN W. FAUS
. . Art. Dept. chairman

al music fraternity, Beta Eta
Chapter.
The recital, honoring the fraternity’s 67th anniversary, will
include an original work by student Dean Estabrook, a member
of the local chapter.
*

*

paintings, graphics, sculpture,
jewelry. photographs and lex.
tiles and weaving.
The display represents what
Prof. Faus defines as "a dual
contact with tradition and the
latest developments ill the arts."
Several contributors are doing
dimensional paintings and working with new materials.
The Gallery, in the East wing
of the Art Building, is open from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday thruogh
Friday and from 1:15 to 5 p.m
Sunday, during scheduled exhibitions.

The Annual Faculty Art Exhibition, featuring more than 60
works created by the SJS faculty, will be displayed today
through Oct. 15 in the Art Department Gallery.
"Traditionally this exhibition
reveals divergent views and convictions. Since ours is one of the
largest art departments in the
nation, with more than 50 members, our staff represents a very
broad cross-section of the art
world," said Warren W. Faus,
chairman of the Art Department.
The exhibition will include

4
r

Making its West Coast premiere was St. Martin de Porres,
which is liturgical music in the
jazz idiom.
The composition wait presented by famed jazz pianist -composer Mary Lou Williams. The
work was written by Miss Williams to honor St. Martin de
Porres, who was canonized by
the Roman Catholic Church in
1962. The Catholic saint is considered the patron of social and
interracial justice.

"The Angel City Suite," named
for the City of Angels, Los Angeles, was described by Fuller
as "a geographical jazz tour of
the huge California metrololis."
The suite is written in four
parts entitled "Angel City East
(in a Latin tempo movement."
"Angel City Blues," "Sunset
Strip" and "Freeways."
An original jazz composition,
"On the Road to Monterey,"
also by Fuller, made its world
premiere performance.

SAVE 25/o
ON USED BOOKS

*

LARGEST STOCK
IN
THE AREA

Recent paintings by SJS instructor Geoffrey Bowman are
being displayed through Oct. 9
Lanyon Gallery, 700 Welch
Rd., Palo Alto. His large canvases explore a world of imaginary shapes and patterns
formed by materials such as
fabric and beads.
Bowman, an instructor of
printmaking, drawing and design, has shown paintings and
graphics at the San Francisco
Museum of Art, California Palace of the Legion of Art, Richmond Art Center, New Forms
Gallery in Athens, Greece and
the East-West and David Cole
Galleries in San Francisco.
In 1963 Bowman was included
in the Contemporary American
Painting and Sculpture Annual
at the University of Illinois. His
work is represented in collections of the San Francisco Museum of Art, the Achenbach
Foundation, Lytton Savings and
Loan in Palo Alto and the Lannan Foundation, New York.
The Lanyon Gallery is open
from 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
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"SPIRIT OF SPARDI" OR ’SPARDI CHICKEN"?
The $2,000 cast aluminum Spardi statue Well dedicated last Spring. Opinion on the campus is varied.
Many feel the college should be proud of such
fine piece of art. Others say it looks like a chicken.

Whet do you think?

DEEP THOUGHTOne of the many drama productions +hat
made SJS’ fine arts season a success last year was the presentation of Henry Miller’s "Death of a Salesman." Wendol Durham is pictured portraying the tragic character Willie Loman.
-

Mime Group
Sets Show
in San Jose
San Francisco Mime Troupe
highlights cultural events in the
Santa Clara Valley for September with a production entitled
"A Minstrel Show" Friday and
Saturday at Montgomery Theater.
Victor V. James, SJS senior, is
bringing the minstrel show to
San Jose.
* * *
The New Christy Minstrels
are slated for a local appearance
at the San Jose Civic Auditorium Sunday at 8 p.m.
* * *
"1 want to re-order reality,"
Dennis Oppenhei in. St an ford
graduate student, said when he
opened his one-man show al the
Atherton Gallery, 1616 El Camino Real, Menlo Park. The
show continues thmugh to Sept.
30.
* * *
Pat Boone is presently appear.
ing in "West Side Story" at the
Circle Star Theater in san

Carlos.

1

Evening Forum
5 46 p m,

Morning Seminar
9:45
Every Sunday
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Science Building Nears Professor Receives
Completion of Phase I Three -Year Grant

%tondo,. SePtember20, 1965

FROM THIS

Phase I construction on the nos.
science building is nearly completed at the site on San Salvador
and Sixth Streets. according to
Dr. Bert M. Morris, chairman of
t lie chemistry department and
Intildtn7, coordinator for the project.
Drawings for Phase II are ready
three months ahead of schedule
tor approval by the State College
lioard of Trustees despite a five month delay in the processing ot
Phase I through Sacramento, re.
,orts Dr. Morris, who serves as
Amin officer between the science
itpartment and the executive
trans.
’rhe new construction was authorized because the present science building, which opened in
1932, is no longer earthquake
proof. Remodeling the old wing
would cost approximately $1.5
million and considerable lab space
would be forfeited in the renovation.
Two phases of construction were
developed for the science building
because the California State College Chancellor, Glenn S. Dumke,
ordered the cost of the originally
proposed structure to be cut in
half.
"The single building estimate
was $10,009,100 but the cost of
the two sections will approach $12
million." reported Dr. Morris.
Areas planned in the Phase I
building will housg the chemistry,
geology, meteorology and physical
science departments in five lecture
rooms. 25 undergraduate labs and
six graduate labs.
The Phase II building will pro\ tde four lecture halls, 25 undergraduate labs and six graduate
labs for biology and radiology
st

. . . TO THIS
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COMPLETED HOLEPhase I of +he science
building at the corner of Sixth and San Salvador
Streets is nearing completion and completed
preliminary drawings for Phase II will be sent
to Sacramento shortly for approval by the State
College Board of Trustees. The new structure,

which will replace the 33 -year-old wing, was
planned in two phases of building to carry expenses in the crucial budget over a longer
period of time and yet provide modern facilities
for advanced studies.

SALE!

"The Phase I building should be
ready for occupancy in the summer of 1967 and Phase II section.s
should open by December, 1968,"
said Dr. Morris.
Construction of Phase II is
scheduled to begin in December,
1966.
Final Phase III construction
tentatively outlined for 1968 will
cost an estimated $2,375,000.

Dr. Ralph Fessenden, SJS Associate Professor of Chemisty, received a three-year $87,000 grant
this summer to continue his work
in silica -substituted medicina 1
agents.
’rhe grant, awarded by the Na-

Six Cadets
Win Grants
Six SJS students have been
awarded full scholarships given to
977 Air Force ROTC cadets
throughout the country under the
provisions of the recently enacted
ROTC Vitalization Act of 1964.
The SJS cadets chosen for this
honor are: Robert J. Bell, Jack A.
Carter, James C. Dando, James E.
Dickens, Thomas S. Higa and
James L. Partington.
According to Brig. Gen. William
C. Lindley, commandant, Air Force
ROTC, the scholarships become
effective when the cadets enroll
in the Professional Officer Course.
Each scholarship covers the cost
of tuiton, books and fees, plus $50
per month for the two year period.
The six SJS cadets were selected
on the basis of scores on their
Air Force Officer Qualifying Test
in addition to overall academic
achievement and intervies: results.
Selection of the grant recipients
was made by scholarship committees at the local school level made
up of Air Force officers and school
administrators.

a little larger, is given to rodents,
and the results are observed.
The method used in the experiments, according to Dr. Fessenden,
is to synthesize the substitute
which matches the original in every way except size and its activity
in biological reactions. Dr. Fessenden explained that the body’s enzymes then react with the compounds by "joining" at certain
atoms, called activity site. The two
chemicals fit like a lock and a key,
silica being the key in this case.
What he is looking for is knovvledge about how the silica works in
locks designed for carbon.

Former Student
Dies In Crash

DR. RALPH FESSENDEN
... receives grant
tionalInstitutes of Health, is a
continuation of Dr. Fessenden’s
original grants to study silica-substutution, a process by which a
silica atom replaces a carbon atom
in a compound’s molecules.
Dr. Fessenden doesn’t actually
remove a carbon and add a silca,
rather he synthesizes or builds a
compound using silica instead of
carbon.
Among the compounds Dr. Fessenden is using is methadone, an
analgesic used as a substitute for
mohphine to kill pain. The substitute, which is like the original but

Annwn :ic Ai,n A Kelley, Zi,
tomer SJS student, was one of 14
U.S. servicement killed when their
Air Force plane crashed on the
slopes of 10,000-foot Mt. Celina in
the Colombian Andes Aug. 28.
Kelley was majoring in industrial technology and had participated in the Air Force ROTC from
1961-1963. He was also a member
of the reserve water polo team and
the swimming team.

Appoint U.C. Prof
To Berkeley Post
Berkele.N
John R. Searle,
University of California philosoph
professor, has been appointed spy- cial assistant on student organizations for the Berkeley administration.
Searle’s duties will be to negotiate with student groups
about campus regulations, said
acting Chancellor Earl F. Cheit,
who announced Searle’s appointment Wednesday.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
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ART SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLIES
CERAMIC SUPPLIES
NO WAITING
NO LONG LINES
Charge Accounts Available
Hith ASB card)
San Jose’s LARGEST, most
completely stocked PROFESSIONAL
ART SUPPLY store.

Guaranteed LOW Prices
Full Selection
Experienced Sales Clerks
FREE PARKING

WITH ...

SALE STORE HOURS
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
9:00
9:00

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
A.M.

to
to
to
to
to
to

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
5:30
5:30

Supplies for Followiig
Art Classes:
’ Design 12A& 12B
Lc Horing 15
Drawing & Comp. 25A & 2 5B
Ceramic; 45A & 45 B
Commrrcial Art 46A
Li,: Drawwg 55A 553
Com. Lottoring 46A, 105A
Painttng I I4A, 114B
Watercolor I 27A, 12713
Design & Comp. 140
Printmaking I 5IA, I 51B
Decorativo Ar 1,,

,

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Faster Service
25%o Savings on Used Books From the
Largest Supply in This Area.

"Since 1916"

clvAT
112 S. 2nd St.

BRANCH AT VALLEY FAIR

Money Back Guarantee Until October 8
(With Cash Register Receipt)

1

Peace Corps Recruits
Begin Work in Manila
At ter completing a 1U - week
training program on the SJS campus, 238 Peace Corps volunteers
have flown to Manila to begin
their two-year stay in the Philippines.
Volunteers for the Philippines
XIV Project left the San Francisco International Airport in two
separate groups on September 7
and 14. They will participate in
a short "get acquainted" training
period on the island before they
are assigned as co-teachers to public schools of the Philippines.
Dr. James W. Thornton Jr., professor of education, directed the
ten 60-hour work weeks. Dr. Gene
A. Waller, pmfessor of educitt Hat

was assisumt director in charge
of evaluation.
More than 300 trainees began
the instruction last June 19. Almost 240 volunteers completed the
training and took the Peace Corps
oath of office at a special banquet
on August 26.
Each trainee received over 600
hours of training during the 10
weeks. This included 75 hours of
study on the Philippines, 140 hours
of Tagalog. the major Philippine
language, and 200 hours in the
subject he was to teach.
Other classes included American Studies and World Affairs.
Health anti Medical Training,
Physical Education and Recreati,a} ,ind Pts, ’1’
Orientation.

ASB Names Five Spartans
Rich Corby Lose Lives
Chief Justice Since June
Rich Corby, former senior representative to Student Council, has
been appointed Chief Justice of the
ASB Judiciary.
ASB President John Hendricks
announced the appointment today.
Corby will preside at all meetngs of the ASB Judiciary.
Quite active in student government prior to his appointment,
Corby has served on the Student
Housing Committee, the special
Enrollment Limitations Committee, the Academic Councirs Ad
Hoc committee to study the relationship of the Spartan Daily
to the Department of Jottrnalism
and Advertising, and the ASB Finance Committee.
Last spring Corby carnpaigned
insuccessfully for ASB Vice President on the SPUR ticket with
Hendricks against Jerry Spoiler,
United Collegians. SPUR and
United Collegians are campus poical parties.
A former president of Sigma
I..tisilon, Corby is a social setawe major from Alameda.
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Five SJS students were’lcilled in
various accidents during the summer.
Richard Tirri, freshman industrial arts major, was killed wben
a sptirts car driven by Richard E.
Burke, San Jose City College, went
over an embankment on Valencia
Road near Santa Cruz.
Tirri’s brother Ronald, 17, also
a passenger, suffered severe cuts
and bruises.
The three are graduates of
James Lick High School in San
Jose.
During the summer break, Richard Gowlheart, senior math major
from Ontario, Calif., drowned Ilea,
Santa Cruz. He was awarded a
posthumous degree.
Seriously injured after attempting a two story dive into a swimming pool was Kenneth Harold
Eike, 20.
Eike. 357 S. Fourth St., was attending a party given by Julie De
Chatal of 3036 Huff Ave.
The student climbed a second
story railing to make a stunt dive.
Ile slipped, made the (live anyway
but struck the concrete, head-on,
only inches from the water.
He was; admitted to O’Connet
Hospital with face, head, arm anti
shoulder injuries 011 Aug. 23 anti
,A
AMY 27.

Two Cadets
Win Training ASB Announces
Merit Awards New Committee

YOUR 25% OFF
ON USED BOOKS

*IV"

S.1S

Ail’

kW:4’

ROTC

dets have been n1011011 recipients
of achievement awanls al ceremonies concluding the annual six
week training camp.
Richard D. Carstensen was presented the Air Force ROTC Athletic Award for attaining the higheat degree of proficiency and demonstrating outstanding leadership
ability in the athletic and physical
conditioning program.
The A c a ti emic Achievement
Award was bestowed upon Larry
F. Pennell, who was cited for compiling the highest academic standing in his flight during AFROTC
training.
Both students were attending
the annual six week camp held in
June at Keesler Air Force Base
in Mississippi.
According to Col. Lewis H.
Walker, camp commander, and
I Col. Ernest D. Carwile, executive
:officer, the AFROTC places heavy
emphasis on scholarship and leadership. The program also demands
a high degree of performance.

cpaptem geek,otoPe
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Se!ection System
Sitaltait government has announced a new method of interviewing students for ASB committees.
A Personnel Selection Committee will interview all applicants
for ASI3 appointive positions. The
committee then presents its recommendations to the ASB President.
In the past, new committees for
this function were set up each day.
The bill, passed last year, gives
the committee power to interview
for the purpose of recommending
to the student president members
of all ASB committees, all faculfkstudent committees and College
Union committees.
Clark Heinrich, ASB personnel
officer, will serve as ch...irman ot
the 10-member board. Nine interviewers tat least one from each
class) will make up the committee.
Student Council members may
attend the committee sessions and
discuss the interviewees but may
not vote.
Initial appointments to the committee have been made by ASB
President John Hendricks, and the
first interviews for committees
will be announced soon, according
to Heinrich.
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Six Alumni Assume
Peace Corps Duties
Six SJS alumni have completed
their Peace Corps training and are
now working in various countries
on two-year assignments.
The new volunteers will replace
those volunteers who already have
completed two years of service.
They also will supplement the
Peace Corps’ expansionary efforts.
Kathleeen Quinlan, a June graduate with a sociology major and

DR. JAMES E. BLACKWELL
. . Peace Corps post

Dr. Blackwell
Accepts Post
lir James
Blackwell, former
associate professor of sociology at
SJS, has accepted an appointment
as director of the Peace Corps Centel. at the liniversity or Wisconsin.
On leave filen SJS Shill’ August
of 1964, Dr. Blackwell spent a
year in Malawi as deputy director
of the Peace Corps in Tanganyika.
Dr. Blackwell resigned from the
SJS staff last month and took up
the duties of his nevi. post Sept. 1.

Parking Problems?
NEW YORK (UPD
The
United States has some 6.2 per
cent of the world’s population.
and ju.st 6.7 per cent of the earth’s
area. But it holds 57.1 per cent
of the world’s automobiles.

English minor, departed Aug. 31 to
teach English in Guinea, West
Africa. Miss Quinlan, 22, Is the
daughter of Lockheed engineer
Arthur J. Quinlan of 3284 Mattos
Dr.
After 10 weeks of training at
Roosevelt University in Chicago,
Michael J. Mouat departed Sept
2 for Sierra Leone.
Mouat attended SJS from 1960
65 and received a B.A. in French
with a general secondary credential. While on campus. he served
as president of Iota Delta Phi, honorary French fraternity, and publicity assistant for the College
Lecture Committee.
Patrick D. Connors, SJS graduate with a B.A. in art, left Sunday for a teaching assignment in
Ethiopia. The son of Harold S.
Connors, 2545 Hayward Dr., Santa
Clara, Connors took his Peace
Corps training at the University
of Utah.
Three other graduates, Gary W.
Brenneman, Carl K. Allender and
Roger D. Olson. completed 12
weeks of training at the University
of California at Davis and are
departing today for India.
Brenneman, who received a 13.S.
degree in industrial relations. was
active in Blue Keys, Spartan
Shields. Homecoming Committee
and Spartacamp. He was listed in
Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges and received the La Torre
Award.
Allender, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William W. Allender of Northridge, graduated with a B.A. in
public relations.
Olson, the son of Douglas W.
Olson, 8:623 S. LaCienega
Inglewood, received a B.S. degree
in business anti industrial insai.gernent.
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Looking for a roommate?
There are many ways to try to find
quickest and hest results use the

Room J-206

a

roommate.

t.to Dail%

Rot. for the

Classified Section.

01)4’11441 10:30-3:30 &Ill

Mathematics Head
lir Lester H. Lange, head of
the Mathematics Department has
been elected vice chairman of the
Northern California Section of the
Mathematical A s so cia tion of
America and Chairman for 196667.
He has also been chosen by the
association to represent it at the
inauguration of Dr. Frederic W.
Ness as president of Fresno State
College on April 30.
On .lanuary 25 Dr. Lange was
chalrtnan of the session for analysis papers at the Denver meet.
ing of the American Mathematical
i Society.

VEIL
B
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UNTIL 9 P.M.
tvlon. 20th
Tues. 21s+
Wed. 22nd
Thurs. 23rd

Election Board
All ASB electrons are supervise.,
by the Election Board which wa
formed in December 1962.
On that date Stttdent Counrti
enacted the bill which created th,
board.
On November 6. 1963, couner
added several amendments to
board and the election code, whir h
are still in effect.
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TENNIS RACKETS
$5.95
TENNIS BALLS
$1.95

Lindsy McLean
Joins Sports Staff
J. Lindsy McLean Jr., head
trainer at the University of California’s Santa Barbara campus the
past two years, has been named
head trainer at SJS.
He succeeds David Blanchard,
who resigned in July to become
the co-trainer for Stanford University.
McLean is a 1960 graduate of
Vanderbilt University and served
four years as assistant trainer
to the Commodore athletic teams.
Prior to moving to Santa Barbara in 1963, he served two years
as chief assistant trainer for the
University of Michigan.
McLean received his physical
therapy certificate from Hermann
Hospital of Physical Therapy in
Houston. Texas, in 1961. At SJS,
he will also be a member of the
college’s physical education staff.
Unmarried. McLean is 77 and a
native of Nashville, Tenn.
- - --
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GOLF CLUBS
3 Woods 1-3-4
5 Irons 3 -5 -7 -9 -putter

$44.95
, set

SWEAT SOCKS
75c
CONVERSE TENNIS
SHOES
Black

$8.95

unit untstWitIen
BILL DEANE

South 3rd and San Carlos

Phone 298-3060

Wise Shopping Means Shopping of Bill Dean’s
One Block from Campus
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Monday, September 20, MSS

SAVE /230 EY\
ON USED BOOKS
SHOP AT 11013ERTS
Looking for that hard to find book? Or shopping around for used books in excellent condition? Stop looking. come to Roberts hook store
and buy your books. You will find a complete
selection of new and used books at Roberts.

r%

CO/kOt-G4gov

Book buying doesn’t have to be a drag. At Roberts, fast, friendly service, plus extra savings on

//If,/ lay,

HEALTH 7
/
//

hooks and other supplies, make shopping for
your books convenient and easy.

Open

9:00 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

9:00 ’til 5:00 p.m. on Fri. and Sat.
330 South 10th Street

’ReteliN 19.0.!

